
Care to know why consumers change their mind? The clue is in the 
depth and definition of their original belief.  The stronger the preference, 
the swifter the turnaround. Read on. This new insight will have a lasting 
impact on how advertisers take products to market in the programmatic 
style digital age.

Professor Kramer told UCR Business why the new report’s findings are 
important:

“Our experiments proved that the current thinking about consumers 
with strong preferences in that they are more likely to hold fast to their 
consumer choices is erroneous when missing information is introduced. 
In fact, the stronger the feeling about Product X, when presented with 
fresh data on a competitor brand, which is unknown for Product X, the 
more likely they are to switch, swiftly, to the competitor.”

Simply put, the research indicated uncommitted consumers can go 
either way but those with definite “I like Product X and here’s why” will 
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pivot sharply. It’s an interesting development, and gives rise to evidence 
which competitors can exploit, tailoring marketing message accordingly.

“The contrast between the negative affect introduced by missing 
information and their prior liking of it can lead to cognitive dissonance,” 
Professor Kramer pointed out. “This, in turn, will make it likely that 
they switch away from it to a competitor. However, as we found, 
counterintuitively, switching to a competitor is more likely among 
consumers with stronger, rather than weaker, prior preference for the 
preliminary choice .” Here’s how the two experiments played out:

Undergrads v Amazon Turks: laptop choices

Two sets of participants were recruited: 119 undergrads and 
153 “mTurks”, temporary taskers, sourced via Amazon’s online  
crowdsourcing micropayment platform, and asked to go through the 
(imaginary) motions of buying one of two laptops, both similarly priced 
at $1,500.

Experiments were run several times, to see if the report’s assumptions 
were correct. Groups were given basic specs on hard drive capacity and 
screen size. One model was superior under the hood, the other better 
on screen size. Subsequent experiments focused on attributes such 
as RAM size, different shipment companies and color options. Each 
time, participants were measured on response and the strength of their 
decision.

Then the academics deliberately changed the playing field. They gave 
participants a tech consumer magazine article which brought in new 
information about the weight/portability of the laptop in question, 
before running the experiment again. A curious thing happened: 
the people who held the strongest opinions, previously, were the  
quickest to switch when presented with new data. In consumer  
goods marketing, this is not what’s supposed to happen and companies 
spend a great deal to reinforce customer preference for their treasured 
brands. In fact, P&G spent $7.24 billion on advertising in 2016 alone.
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Professor Kramer’s researchers asked participants how they felt after 
receiving the new information. “On a sliding scale, we asked them 
to indicate their agreement with statements such as ‘After I received 
the new set information above… (1) I felt uneasy, (2) I wondered if 
I made the right choice, and (3) I felt worried about my first choice 
being inferior.’ Usually, a contrast arises between consumer’s negative 
reaction to missing information, specific to their original choice and 
initial positive preference for it, and this inconsistency is likely to lead 
to cognitive dissonance – psychological discomfort experienced when 
simultaneously holding inconsistent thoughts. Much research suggests 
that consumers with strong prior preferences are motivated to bolster 
and retain the preliminary choice,” continued Professor Kramer, 
“Looking, essentially for evidence to bolster the original opinion. But, 
in this case, they switched to the competitor’s brand swiftly and without 
due consideration.”

Then the candies got crushed.

To try out their assumptions on something other than consumers 
electronics, the researchers moved onto sweeter things.

Seventy-five undergraduates, and seventy-seven Amazon Mechanical 
Turk workers, were asked to imagine choosing between two candies one 
was superior in taste, the other had its caloric information displayed. As 
before, researchers documented preferences and their relative strength, 
as self-reported by the candy choosers.

Again just as with the laptop a new piece of information was then 
introduced. This time, it was about how long the candy would remain 
edible. The researchers’ assumptions were, once again, validated. New 
information ensured strongly opinionated candy product #1 choosers 
would abandon it instantly for the competitor’s sweet.

Mad Men Methods

Why is this important to both business theorists, and those making 
decisions to impact business growth? Simply put advertising and what 
digital has done to the game.

Advertising is a persuasion game with smart tactics. There’s always a 
“Unique Selling Point” (product) and “key benefits” (to the specific 
consumer target market). The ad agency’s campaign captures clever lines 
from the copywriters, inspired by market research findings. Art directors 
deliver a product’s “beauty shot” and display a happy customer living a 
new and improved life. When placing ads within the market, ad buyers 
were scientific, but had limited choice for physical ads (posters instore 
and what are called “shelf wobblers” to attract the eye at shelf level), 
by geography of store locations. There was also heavy competition for 
prized advertising slots around mass television viewing in prime time.

The idea was always to grab a consumer’s attention early, through 
glossy ads in magazines and TV airtime, then reinforce those positive 
associations, so they kept buying the product (aka “lifetime value”) by 
repeated exposure to ad messages.

Enter digital.

It’s not so simple today. Consumers have unlimited choice due to online 
stores, are very price sensitive, can compare consumer reviews, get 
overt cues from socialmedia engendered peer pressure, and are subtly 
manipulated by algorithms that serve ads, based on demographics, 

online behavior and cookies that triangulate to ascertain household 
incomes. Add into that FOMO (Fear of Missing Out) and the nature 
of the Internet, containing so many pretty, shiny, new objects to distract, 
and you can see why advertisers are desperate for science to help out.

Especially since, in 2016, according to leading analyst and Kleiner 
Perkins Caufield & Byers partner, Mary Meeker, in her influential 
annual report, total ad spend on digital is now greater than on “old 
media” (print, et al), reaching $180 billion for both internet and TV, 
with digital predicted to outpace TV this year.

Show me the data.

But major advertisers are demanding greater transparency from digital 
platforms. The rise of programmatic ad buying, where ads are sold based 
on time of day, identified consumer intent, and other known data sets, 
rather than contextual content/brand placement (i.e during the Super 
Bowl) has taken away a lot of the artistry of the Mad Men era slick 
campaign. Google, Facebook and telcoturnedmedia company AT&T, 
now effectively control access to consumers, retaining vast troves of data 
on consumer behavior.

This new research could help advertisers target their messages differently, 
depending on the strength of consumer opinion.

“Our findings suggest that, ironically, being the preliminary choice 
option can in some situations be a burden rather than a boon,” concluded 
Professor Kramer. “Those who like the preliminary choice most may end 
up liking it least in the face of missing information and this can have 
interesting ramifications for those involved in communicating product 
data when taking goods and services to market.”

— Sophia Stuart

How Strong Consumer Preferences are Swifter to Change, continued.
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